How to Achieve Deterministic Code Performance Using a Cortex™-M Cache Controller

Introduction

In microcontroller-based embedded applications, the software is stored and run from non-volatile memory, which is typically Flash memory. Although Flash memories provide an efficient medium to store and execute code, a number of factors limit the deterministic code performance when executed from Flash. One of the important factors impacting the deterministic code behavior is the intricacies of a system bus matrix. The issues of deterministic code performance are also seen when the code is run from SRAM due to the same reasons as that for the Flash memory.

Non-deterministic code performance is primarily due to the varying propagation time of code from the memories to the CPU. The system bus matrix that interfaces the memories to CPU contributes to the varying propagation time. The non-deterministic code performance is more evident in systems with multiple entities accessing the system bus.

In real-time applications, there are situations where small, critical pieces of code require time bound execution. It is not advised to run such code from Flash memory or SRAM, as it might not achieve the intended deterministic timing due to system bus arbitration, that is, a cache miss condition requires the code to be fetched from the Flash memory or SRAM. The code access time might vary depending on the availability to access system bus as it is arbitrated between multiple bus entities.

The effective way to achieve deterministic code performance of critical code is to execute the code from the Tightly Coupled Memory (TCM) to the processor, and avoid cache miss conditions. The ARM® Cortex®-M Cache Controller (CMCC) peripheral on Microchip's Cortex-M4 based microcontrollers (MCUs) provides support to run the critical code from the cache memory and achieve deterministic performance.
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1. **Concept**

CMCC on Cortex-M4 based MCUs (i.e., SAME54) has a dedicated Four-way L1 set associative cache of 4 KB, as shown in the following figure.

*Figure 1-1. Four-way L1 Set Associative Cache Memory*

With CMCC, a part of the cache can be used as TCM for deterministic code performance by loading the critical code in a *WAY* and locking it. When a particular *WAY* is locked, the CMCC does not use the locked *WAY* for routine cache transactions. The locked cache *WAY* with the loaded critical code acts as an always-getting cache hit condition.
2. **Solution**

The following flow sequence shows the code to implement deterministic code performance.

**Figure 2-1. Flow Sequence to Implement Deterministic Code Performance**

The following code examples show the implementation of functions for achieving deterministic code performance and its usage on Cortex-M4 based MCUs (i.e., SAME54).
Figure 2-2. Implementation of Macros and Variables Used in cmcc_loadnlock Function

```
#define CMCC_NO_OF_WAYS 4
#define CMCC_WAYSIZE 1024
#define CMCC_WAY_NO_OF_LINES 64
#define CMCC_WAY_LINE_SIZE 16

#define CMCC_WAY0 (1 << CMCC_MAINT1_WAY_WAY0_Val)
#define CMCC_WAY1 (1 << CMCC_MAINT1_WAY_WAY1_Val)
#define CMCC_WAY2 (1 << CMCC_MAINT1_WAY_WAY2_Val)
#define CMCC_WAY3 (1 << CMCC_MAINT1_WAY_WAY3_Val)

const uint8_t load_pass[CMCC_WAY_LINE_SIZE] = {
    0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5,
    0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5,
    0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5,
    0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5, 0xA5
};
```
void cmcc_loadnlock(uint32_t way_bitfield, void (*)(void), uint32_t size)
{
    volatile uint32_t dummy;
    uint8_t* p_foo;
    int8_t way_index;

    /* Disable the cache */
    CMCC->CTRL.reg = 0;
    while ((CMCC->SR.bit.CSTS != 0));
    /* Invalidate by line the whole desired WAY */
    for (volatile uint32_t i = 0; i < CMCC_WAY_NO_OF_LINES; i++) {
        CMCC->MAINT1.reg = CMCC_MAINT1_WAY(way_bitfield) | CMCC_MAINT1_INDEX(i);
    }

    /* Disable instruction cache (icdis register is set ) */
    CMCC->CFG.bit.ICDIS = 1;

    /* Enable data cache (dcdis register is clear) */
    CMCC->CFG.bit.DCDIS = 0;

    /* Enable the cache */
    CMCC->CTRL.reg = CMCC_CTRL_CEN;
    while ((CMCC->SR.reg != CMCC_SR_CSTS));
    /* Find the WAY index */
    if(CMCC_WAY3 == way_bitfield) {
        way_index = ((way_bitfield >> 1) - 1);
    } else {
        way_index = way_bitfield >> 1;
    }

    /* Parse through the WAYS to find the desired WAY */
    for(uint32_t index = 0; index < CMCC_NO_OF_WAYS; index++) {
        if(way_index != index) {
            /* Not the desired WAY, Still need to pass through by loading the entire WAY by loading dummy data */
            for (uint32_t i = 0; i < CMCC_WAY_NO_OF_LINES; i++) {
                dummy = *((uint8_t*)load_pass;
            }
        } else {
            /* Desired WAY found, Load with the critical code from flash */
            size = CMCC_WAY_LINE_SIZE;
            p_foo = (uint8_t*)f;
            for (uint32_t i = 0; i < size; i++) {
                dummy = *p_foo;
                p_foo += CMCC_WAY_LINE_SIZE;
            }
            break;
        }
    }

    /* Then write the lock per way register */
    CMCC->LCKWAY.bit.LCKWAY[way_bitfield] = way_bitfield;

    /* Re-enable instruction cache (icdis register is clear ) */
    CMCC->CFG.bit.ICDIS = 0;
}
The variable CMCC in the above implementation is defined as shown in the following example. The implementation provided is for the Cortex-M4 based device, SAME54P20A. The details of the structure implementation, and the definitions of macros CMCC_MAINT1_WAY, CMCC_MAINT1_INDEX, CMCC_CTRL_CEN and CMCC_SR_CSTS can be found in Microchip’s Atmel START (ASF4) library.

Figure 2-4. Declaration of CMCC Structure

```
#define CMCC
typedef struct {
    I CMCC_TYPE Type;
    I CMCC_CFG Type;
    I CMCC_CTRL Type;
    I CMCC_MAINT Type;
    I CMCC_LCKWAY Type;
} CMCC;
```

Implementation

Refer to the following steps to implement the cmcc_loadnlock function:

1. When the cache is enabled, the CMCC uses the four WAYs of the set associative cache in round robin fashion starting with WAY0. This happens immediately after enabling the cache.
2. The cmcc_loadnlock function scans through the cache WAYs to locate the desired WAY (refer to the code example labeled A).
3. In a pass, if the desired WAY is not found, the cmcc_loadnlock function loads the entire WAY with values from an array so as to pass over the WAY under process and proceed to check whether the next WAY is the desired WAY (refer to the code example labeled B).
4. When the desired WAY is found, the cmcc_loadnlock function reads the critical code from Flash into a dummy variable to ensure that the critical code is stored in a cache WAY (refer to the code example labeled C).
5. In the labels marked B and C, the cmcc_loadnlock function loads only one word (4 bytes) out of the required four (16 bytes), this is because the WRAP4 feature of AHB fills in the gaps by loading the entire line of 16 bytes.
6. The cmcc_loadnlock function locks only the desired cached WAY to trap the critical code in the cache. When a particular WAY is locked, the CMCC discontinues using the locked WAY for the usual round robin cache transactions. The locking of a WAY and trapping the critical code in a cache, emulates a situation of calls made to the critical code getting 100% cache hit.
7. The implementation of the cmcc_loadnlock function shown above works for critical code size less than or equal to the size of a cache WAY (CMCC_WAYSIZE), that is, 1024 bytes. If the critical code size is larger than the size of a WAY, the critical code needs to be accommodated in a consecutive second WAY. To accommodate critical code of larger size the implementation of cmcc_loadnlock function needs to be enhanced.

Consider the following guidelines for enhancing the implementation of the cmcc_loadnlock function.

7.1. The parameter, size, is to be evaluated to identify whether the critical code fits in the available cache of 4 KB. If it fits in the available cache, the implementation needs to identify how many cache WAYs are needed.
7.2. The implementation needs to identify if the required number of consecutive WAYs are available to be allocated for the critical code.

7.3. The implementation should invalidate the consecutive WAYs (refer to the code example labeled 1).

7.4. The implementation should load the consecutive WAYs with the critical code (refer to the code example labeled C).

7.5. The implementation should lock the consecutive WAYs so as to trap the code in cache (refer to the code example labeled 2)

Usage

The following code example shows the usage of the cmcc_loadnlock function.

Figure 2-5. Usage of the cmcc_loadnlock Function

```c
static void _critical_code_function(void __attribute__((section(".cc_function_section"))));
int main(void)
{
    atmel_start_init();

    cmcc_enable();
    cmcc_loadnlock(CMCC_WAY0, _critical_code_function, 0x10);

    _critical_code_function();

    while (true)
    {
        ;
    }
}
```

static void _critical_code_function(void)
{
    /* Implement your critical code */
}

1. The cmcc_loadnlock function accepts three parameters.
   1.1. The first parameter `way_bitfield` is the number of the cache WAY, this would take one of the four WAY values (CMCC_WAY0, CMCC_WAY1, CMCC_WAY2, CMCC_WAY3).
   1.2. The second parameter, `f`, is the address of the critical code function that needs to run always from the cache.
   1.3. The third parameter, `size`, is the size of the critical code function. The size should not be greater than the size of the cache WAY (CMCC_WAYSIZ). If the size is greater than the WAY size, enhance the implementation as mentioned in the above step seven.

2. The exact size of the critical code function `_critical_code_function` can be obtained from the project's listing file. Use the following steps to find the size of the critical code function.
   2.1. In the previous example, the critical code function is declared with the section attribute `_cc_function_section`. This is an instruction to the GNU linker to place the function `_critical_code_function` in a code segment with the name `_cc_function_section`.
   2.2. Place a dummy size in the cmcc_loadnlock function call.
   2.3. Clean and build the project.
2.4. Open the Project’s listing file (.lss) and locate the linker symbol _cc_function_section. The line with linker symbol shows the size of the section. This is the size of the critical code function.

Figure 2-6. Locating the _cc_function_section Attribute

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sections:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5. Replace the size of the critical code function in the call cmcc_loadnlock with the size from the .lss file.

2.6. Build and program.

3. The cmcc_loadnlock function can be used to dynamically store more than one critical code functions in the cache WAYs by calling it consecutively more than once.

Note:

1. This document covers usage of the unified four WAY L1 associative cache for deterministic code performance optimization only. The CMCC also allows data caching, and to use a portion of the cache as data TCM. For additional information, refer the Cortex-M4 based MCU (SAME54) data sheet.

2. The deterministic code performance implementation discussed in this document comes with a trade-off by reducing the active cache size.
3. Deterministic Performance Analysis

In a cache-enabled system, code performance is determined by the frequency of cache hit or cache miss conditions. The more the cache hit condition, the better the performance. In a simple application, for example, an application where there is only one function performing the key operation iteratively, there is a higher probability of cache hits. In contrast, in a complex real-time application, where multiple entities, such as System Bus Masters access the non-volatile memory, the code performance is limited by the higher probability of cache miss conditions due to the non-deterministic call sequence. In addition, there are delays due to the system bus matrix.

The following is the performance analysis of a simple application when the code is run from TCM (using the loadnlock implementation discussed previously) against the regular cache-enabled transactions.

- The following functions of 1 KB size has the same code that are used for profiling.

```c
    critical_code_function (); // [Referred as TCM]
    _function_1 (); // [Referred as C1]
    _function_2 (); // [Referred as C2]
    _function_3 (); // [Referred as C3]
    _function_4 (); // [Referred as C4]
    _function_5 (); // [Referred as C5]
    _function_6 (); // [Referred as C6]
```

- The critical code function [TCM] always runs from the cache (is locked in a cache WAY by calling loadnlock) while the other function runs from Flash and is cached by the CMCC-based on the round robin sequence.

- The functions above are called indefinitely in the same sequence.

- A 20-sample profile of the above function sequence running on a Cortex-M4 based processor (SAME54 MCU) at 120 MHz, 15 NVM wait states, and no code optimization is shown in the following figure. The vertical axis in the graph shows the time taken in microseconds (µs).

**Figure 3-1. Deterministic Code Performance Analysis**

- Summary:
  - The time taken by the code, running from TCM, is deterministic as it takes 6.47 or 6.48 µs. This is in contrast to the non-deterministic time taken by code running through routine cache...
transactions. In a single pass, such as Pass 1, the time consumption for the code running through normal cache operations varies from 6.86 µs to 7.26 µs.

- The possible occurrences of cache miss conditions when the functions C3 and C6 are run. There is a sudden spike in the time consumed (C3 taking 7.19 µs and C6 taking 7.26 µs) for running these functions.

- In addition to the deterministic code performance, there is performance benefit for the code running from TCM against the code running from the cache-enabled transactions. For the simple application, in a single pass, such as Pass 1, the time consumed for the code running from TCM is 6.47 µs as against the code running through normal cache operations that varies from 6.86 µs to 7.26 µs.

The code TCM implementation discussed above provides deterministic performance model for the critical code. It also provides performance benefits over code implementation with cache-enabled systems. The performance benefits are subject to the complexity of the application. As the complexity of the application increases, the performance benefits of the code executed from TCM appears evident.
4. **Relevant Resources**

For additional information, refer to these documents:

- SAM D5x/E5x Family Data Sheet:

- SMART SAM E70 TCM Memory:

- How to Optimize Usage of SAM S70/E70/V7x Architecture:
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